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UPS/USPS-T41-15. Please describe your procedure for generating the 

piggyback figures. Include the following in your response: 

(a) An explanation of how you assign dependent components to 
independent components. If you have a table of dependencies, 
please provide it. 

(b) An explanation of how you distribute a dependent component 
among several independent cost components. 

UPS/USPS-T41-16. Please confirm that you assume that the dependent 

components have the same cost function as the independent components upon which 

they depend. If confirmed, please explain the theoretical basis for this assumption. For 

example, why should it be the case that the cost function for Supervision of Window 

Service (CS 2.2), has exactly the same functional form as Window Service Clerks (CS 

3.2)? 

UPS/USPS-T41-17. Please confirm that wherever another Postal Service 

witness develops variability estimates using a functional form for a cost pool, you use 

the variability estimate and functional form of that witness in your calc:ulation of 

incremental cost for that cost pool. If not confirmed, please list all the instances in which 

another witness used a particular functional form or variability estimai:e and you did not, 

and explain why you used a different functional form or variability estimate. 
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UPS/USPS-T41-18. Please refer to Section II-9 of your workpapers, at 

equation 12 and its explanatory text. 

(4 Please confirm that wherever another Postal Service witness 
provides a variability estimate but not a functional form, you 
assume the constant elasticity functional form C := Do. 

(b) Please confirm that the assumption of constant elasticity is also the 
assumption of a functional form. 

(cl Please explain why this pa&ular functional form is appropriate. 

UPS/USPS-T41-19. Please confirm that all of the costs, you use as inputs 

are developed by other witnesses in their testimony and work papers. If not confirmed, 

please explain which cost data you developed. 

UPS/USPS-T41-20. Please confirm that you did not develop any of the 

variabilities yourself. If not confirmed, please explain which variabilities you developed. 

UPS/USPS-T41-21. Please provide a mathematical derivation of the 

relationship for Inter-SCF highway marginal cost depicted in the diagram at the top of 

page 23 of your testimony. 

(4 In reference to this example for a cost component with estimated 
variability of approximately 65.74 percent, please reconcile the 
statement at page 22 of your testimony that, “a deviation of 25 
percent below the mean raises the marginal cost by only 
approximately 3 percent,” with your statement al: page 24 that, “a 
volume variability of 65 percent implies that removal of 10 percent 
of the driver increases marginal cost by only 3.5 percent.” 
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(b) What is your estimate of the impact on the marginal cost of inter- 
SCF highway transportation of a 10 percent reduction in cubic foot 
miles? Please explain your estimate in detail, including the 
appropriateness of measuring variabilities and marginal costs 
points distinct from the mean values of the observations. 

UPS/USPS-T41-22. In reference to your testimony at piage 8, please 

document the Postal Service’s operating plan for purchased highway transportation in 

terms of procedures, policies, instructions, manuals, and all other management 

guidance applied in establishing routes, vehicle capacities, trips and trip frequencies, 

and other operating procedures used in management of this function. 

UPS/USPS-T41-23. (a) Please list all Postal Rate Commission decisions 

which you read, either in whole or in part, before you prepared your testimony. 

(b) In those instances where you have read only part of a 

Commission decision, please identify those portions of each such decision which you 

read before you prepared your testimony. 

UPS/USPS-T41-24. Identify all sections of the Postal FLeorganization Act 

which you read in connection with the preparation of your testimony. 
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